
USER & CLEANING MANUAL OF TAIGA PRODUCTS

Taiga products are designed to be used only in ventilated indoor spaces. Products
can be used as a meeting room, work station, place to unwind, for making
private phone calls or holding video conferences. Product assembly and re-assembly 
should be carried out only by people authorized by Taiga Concept.

Using Taiga products:

Before using a product, make sure you will plug in the power cable to RCD
protected socket (residual current device max. 30mA). If the socket is not
RCD protected or if it was not included in your product package, please contact
info@taigaconcept.fi to purchase a RCD to your now product.

If ventilation needs to be adjusted, there is a button on the ceiling that can
be adjusted. Use only the scale indicated above the button.

If the door is too tight or loose, add or remove magnets on the door frame.
If needed, you can ask for more information at info@taigaconcept.fi

It is recommended to leave the door open at nighttime and when the pod is
in use. Please make sure the open door does not block the walkway.

To maximise the soundproof effect when using product, close the door
properly so that it touches the sealing above and below the door.

Booth lights is/are operated by a motion detector. If the motion detector
does not recognize movement inside the product, it will turn the light off
automatically after 8 minutes.

Using whiteboard & glasses:

Use only marker pens what are designed for glass surfaces. Do not use 
Permanent pens, It might damage the surface.

Warnings:

To reduce the risk of injury, do not allow children to use the Taiga Products
unless they are supervised by adults at all times.

Do not open the roof hatch. Only the people authorized by Taiga Concept
are allowed to do electric maintenance works.

Do not place any items or weight on roof. Climbing on the product is
prohibited.

Do not hang on the door.

Do not slam the door against the door frame as it may cause damage.

Do not place your fingers on the hinge side of the door as it may cause
damage.

Follow the guidelines of maximum number of users in each product.

Do not hang any heavy items on the wall.

Do not use broken electronic devices inside the booth.

Use only plugs that fit to product sockets.

Do not overload the sockets.

If a Taiga Concept product is broken, do not continue using it. Contact your local distribu-
tor or info@taigaconcept.fi

If the ventilation, led light or motion detector does not work, contact your
local distributor or info@taigaconcept.fi

Taiga Concept does not take any responsibility if the product has been modified 
without permission. Modifying the product will end the warranty given to the 
product.
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USING TAIGA PRODUCTS
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CLEANING

Cleaning the walls:

With the wood veneer or laminate walls, clean the surface with warm water,
using a clean cloth, soft sponge or a soft brush. If required, a light-duty
household cleaning agent or neutral soap without abrasive ingredients may
be used. Finish wiping with a cloth and clean water to remove any residual
cleaning agent and to avoid the formation of streaks. Then dry the surface
with a clean, absorbent cloth or a paper towel. Stagnant water and other
liquids may cause permanent damage. For stubborn dirt (aged grease residues, shoe polish, 
felt pen etc.), a regular window-cleaning solution may be
used. Always test cleaning agents first on a small inconspicuous area.
Make sure that water will not leak between the elements and glass.

Cleaning the glass:

A basic water and dish soap mixture or a regular glass cleaning solution
is recommended. Finally, use towel or micro fibre rag for dry the window
surface. Make sure that water will not leak between the glass and the
elements, because it may damage the surface of the element.

Cleaning the carpet:

Use a vacuum cleaner to remove any dirt from the carpet. To remove stains
from the carpet, clean the surface with warm water, using a clean cloth, soft
sponge or soft brush.

Cleaning the roof:

Before remove dust from top of roof, make sure that you have unplugged
product power cable.
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